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ABSTRACT

Population genetics relies heavily on simulated data for validation, inference, and intuition. In5

particular, since real data is always limited, simulated data is crucial for training machine learning6

methods. Simulation software can accurately model evolutionary processes, but requires many7

hand-selected input parameters. As a result, simulated data often fails to mirror the properties of8

real genetic data, which limits the scope of methods that rely on it. In this work, we develop a novel9

approach to estimating parameters in population genetic models that automatically adapts to data10

from any population. Our method is based on a generative adversarial network that gradually learns to11

generate realistic synthetic data. We demonstrate that our method is able to recover input parameters12

in a simulated isolation-with-migration model. We then apply our method to human data from the13

1000 Genomes Project, and show that we can accurately recapitulate the features of real data.14

Keywords Evolutionary modeling · Demographic inference · Generative adversarial network · Simulated data15

Introduction16

Simulation is a key component of population genetics. It helps to train our intuition, and is important for the development,17

testing, and comparison of inference methods. Because population genetic models such as the ancestral recombination18

and selection graphs [1, 2] are computationally intractable for inference but relatively easy to simulate, simulations are19

also heavily used for parameter inference. Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) [3] is a widely used example.20

Regardless of the application, the goal is to simulate data that is “realistic" in the sense that it resembles real data from21
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the populations of interest. Typically this is done by fixing some parameters that are fairly well-known, for example22

mutation and recombination rates, and then choosing other parameters to match some property of the real data, usually23

based on summary statistics. However, this involves searching over a high-dimensional parameter space, and an implicit24

weighting on the importance of different summary statistics. Often, parameters that create simulations that match one25

type of summary statistic (e.g. the site frequency spectrum) do not match others (e.g. linkage disequilibrium patterns)26

[4]. Here, we present a novel parameter learning approach using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). In this27

approach, “realistic” means “cannot be distinguished from real data by a machine learning algorithm”, specifically a28

convolutional neural network (CNN).29

Machine learning (ML) methods have been emerging more broadly as promising frameworks for population genetic30

inference. The high-level goal of training a ML method is to learn a function from the input (genetic data) to the31

output (evolutionary parameters). Some early efforts used machine learning to account for issues that arise with32

high-dimensional summary statistics [5–7]. More recently, machine learning approaches have used various forms of33

convolutional, recurrent, and “deep” neural networks to improve inference [8–12]. One of the goals of moving to these34

approaches was to enable inference frameworks to operate on the “raw” data (genotype matrices), which avoids the loss35

of information that comes from reducing genotypes to summary statistics. However, all these algorithms rely heavily on36

simulated datasets for training. In machine learning more broadly, data is often hand-labeled with “true” values – part37

of this data is used to train the model, and part is held aside to test the model. In population genetics, training data is38

extremely limited, and thus all approaches rely on simulations to train and validate ML models.39

Current simulators [13–19] are well equipped to replicate mechanisms of evolution, but require many user-selected40

input parameters including mutation rates, recombination and gene conversion rates, population size changes, natural41

selection, migration rates, and admixture proportions. We do not always have a good sense of what these parameters42

should be, especially in understudied populations and non-model species. For example, mutation and recombination43

rates estimated in one population are frequently used to simulate data for another, despite the fact that these rates differ44

between human populations [20–24].45

Generative models provide one route to simulating more realistic population genetic data. Typically, generative models46

create artificial data based directly on observed data, without an explicit underlying model. They have been used to47

create synthetic examples in a wide range of fields, from images and natural language to mutational effects [25] and48

single cell sequencing [26]. In particular, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) work by creating two networks49

that are trained together [27, 28]. One network (the generator) generates simulated data, while the other network (the50

discriminator) attempts to distinguish between “real” data and “fake” (synthetic) simulations. As training progresses,51

2
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the generator learns more about the real data and gets better at creating realistic examples, while the discriminator learns52

to pick up on subtle differences and gets better at distinguishing examples. After training is complete, the generator can53

be used to create new examples that are indistinguishable (by the discriminator) from real data, but where the ground54

truth is known (i.e. labeled data).55

Here we present a parametric GAN framework. The discriminator is a permutation-invariant CNN that takes as input56

a genotype matrix and classifies it as real data or synthetic data. Through training, the discriminator tries to get57

better at this binary classification task. The generator is a coalescent simulator that generates genotype data from58

a parameterized demographic history. We train the generator using a simulated annealing algorithm that proposes59

parameter updates leading to more discriminator confusion. We apply our method, called pg-gan, in a variety of60

scenarios to demonstrate that it is able to recapitulate the features of real genetic data. Although we focus on humans,61

the underlying methodology enables the simulation of any population or species, regardless of how much is known a62

priori about their specific evolutionary parameters. We anticipate that the approach outlined in this work will be useful63

in evaluating and strengthening the match between simulated and real data, especially for understudied populations that64

deviate from broad geographic groups. There has also been a push in the population genetics community to standardize65

simulation resources [29] – we see our method as contributing to the assessment and refinement of published models as66

they are applied to new datasets.67

Our approach is different from that outlined in [30], which uses a GAN to generate artificial genomes that mirror the68

properties of real genomes. Their approach is a more classical GAN that does not include an evolutionary model, so69

the resulting artificial genomes are “unlabeled”. Such an approach is useful for creating proxy genomes that preserve70

privacy but still maintain realistic aggregate properties. However this synthetic data could not be used downstream71

to train or validate supervised machine learning methods since no evolutionary ground truth is known. Our hybrid72

approach combines the ability of GANs to create realistic data with the interpretability that comes from an explicit73

model of evolution.74

Materials and Methods75

At a high level, our method works by simulating data from an underlying evolutionary model, and comparing it to76

real data via a neural network discriminator. As the discriminator is trained, it tries to minimize a loss function that77

incentivizes learning the difference between real data and synthetic data. But at the same time, the generator refines the78

evolutionary model so that it recapitulates the features of real data and attempts confuse the discriminator. At the end,79

the evolutionary model can be used to simulate additional realistic data for use in downstream applications or method80

3
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comparisons. Additionally, the parameters of the final evolutionary model can be interpreted to learn more about the81

population or species of interest.82

This type of GAN framework is not a traditional optimization problem – due to the dual nature of the generator and83

discriminator there are two optimization problems and the final “GAN confusion” can be used to assess the success of84

the algorithm – a low confusion (i.e. classification accuracy close to 1) indicates that the simulations are not capturing85

the real data and the discriminator is easily able to tell the difference between the two types of data. A high confusion86

(accuracy close to 0.5) ideally indicates the evolutionary model has created simulations that are well-matched to the real87

data. However, an accuracy close to 0.5 could also mean that the discriminator has not learned anything and is either88

flipping a coin when classifying examples, or classifying all examples as the same class. See Figure 1 for a diagram of89

the method. The inputs to the method are an evolutionary model and a set of real data. To create a series of training90

examples, the real data is divided into regions of length L and the middle biallelic S SNPs from each region are retained91

(encoded as 0/1). Regions with insufficient SNPs are centered and zero-padded. The simulated data is treated in the92

same fashion to ensure that the discriminator does not learn the difference between real and simulated data from a93

pre-processing inconsistency.94

Generated Data 
(nxSx2 matrices) 

Real Data 
(nxSx2 matrices) 

Binary classification: synthetic or real 

Generate parameters for an 
evolutionary model (e.g. N1, N2, N3) 

Discriminator 

up
da

te
 

mo
de

l update 
model 

Simulator (i.e. msprime) 

N1 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

N2 

N3 
inputs 

Figure 1: pg-gan algorithm overview. The inputs to our method are an evolutionary model and a set of real data
(orange). The parameters of the generator and discriminator (green) are updated in a unified training framework using
simulated annealing (generator) and backpropagation (discriminator). The generated data and real data are analyzed
one genotype matrix at a time, where n is the number of haplotypes and S is the number of SNPs retained in each
region. Inter-SNP distances are also fed in as a second channel, which provides the discriminator with information
about SNP density.

Generator. In image and video generation, the generator often takes the form of a CNN, since a large array of pixel95

information must be generated from a low-dimensional vector of noise (see Figure 1 of [31] for the architecture of a96

CNN-based image generator). For our purposes, we do not need to generate the individual genotypes for each training97

example, but we do need to generate candidate parameters for input into an evolutionary simulator (we use msprime98

4



in this study). Let ⇥ be the set of evolutionary parameters corresponding to model M⇥. These can be very flexible,99

including event times, effective population sizes, selection parameters, and rates of mutation, recombination, migration,100

and exponential growth. The goal of the generator is to select ⇥⇤ that causes the most discriminator confusion,101

or equivalently, minimizes the test data accuracy. In this binary classification problem, test accuracy is defined as102

the fraction of test datasets where the predicted class matches the true class. We let this test accuracy be denoted103

D(⇥, Xtest, ytest), where Xtest is held-aside test data (both real examples and examples simulated under M⇥), and ytest104

is a vector defining the true classes of each example. We occasionally simplify the notation and write the test accuracy105

as D(⇥). Using this lens, we can view the generator learning problem as minimizing the multivariate function D(⇥),106

while the discriminator is trying to maximize it. We alternate optimizing the discriminator using gradient descent,107

and optimizing the generator using simulated annealing [32] due to its flexible parameter updates and lack of reliance108

on an analytic gradient. In simulated annealing, initial parameter values are proposed and then gradually refined. A109

temperature is used to control whether or not new parameter proposals are accepted. The temperature usually begins110

at a high value, indicating that sub-optimal parameter choices may be accepted liberally to facilitate exploration of111

the entire parameter space. As training proceeds, the temperature “cools”, reducing the chance of accepting a poor112

parameter choice and allowing the method to converge on a set of parameters that optimizes the desired function.113

We initialize each evolutionary parameter by selecting a random value uniformly from a pre-defined range to form ⇥(0).114

Then the discriminator goes through an initial round of training using simulated data drawn from M⇥(0) . We set the115

temperature for simulated annealing T (0) = 1 and linearly decrease it to 0 over a fixed number of iterations that scales116

with the number of evolutionary parameters. During each training iteration, several new sets of candidate parameters117

are proposed, and evaluated based on the resulting discriminator confusion. The new set of parameters is proposed by118

sampling from a normal distribution around each current value, with variance based on the temperature (this allows the119

algorithm to explore the parameters space quickly in the beginning, and refine the estimates toward the end of GAN120

training). More formally, at iteration i, the candidate proposal for parameter p would be121

⇥(proposal)
p ⇠ N

⇣
⇥(i)

p ,�2 · T (i)
⌘

where �2 is the initial variance, which is based on the range of plausible values for each parameter. Out of the several122

candidate proposals, we choose the one that minimizes D(⇥, Xtest, ytest). Then we compare the test accuracy of the123

chosen proposal to that of the previous iteration. If the proposal reduces or maintains the test accuracy, we always124

accept it (down to a floor of 0.5, so we do not incentivize flipped classification results). If not, we use the simulated125

annealing temperature to help define a threshold for acceptance. Formally, if the proposal is ⇥ and the current parameter126

5



value at iteration i is ⇥(i), then the acceptance probability is127

paccept =
1� |2D(⇥)� 1|
1� |2D(⇥(i))� 1|

· T (i).

If we accept the proposed parameters then we set ⇥(i+1)  ⇥ and run a round of discriminator training using these128

parameters. An important point is that we do not train the discriminator using the new parameter proposals unless they129

are accepted. During the candidate proposal phase, we are evaluating the parameter choices by testing only.130

Discriminator. For the architecture of the discriminator, we use a permutation-invariant CNN based on defiNETti [8].131

Each example within Xtrain and Xtest has shape (n, S, 2) where n is the number of haplotypes in the sample, S is the132

number of retained SNPs in a region of size L, and 2 indicates there is one channel for the genotypes and one channel for133

inter-SNP distances. The inter-SNP distances are duplicated down each column to allow this slice of the tensor to have134

the same shape as the genotype information. This also ensures that each convolutional filter processes the genotypes135

and associated distances at the same time. Alternatively, the convolutional layers can be used on the genotypes only, and136

the distances concatenated later as a vector. However, this approach does not allow the processing of the two channels137

to be as tightly coupled. We use convolutional filters of shape 1 ⇥ 5 (1 haplotype, 5 SNPs) to ensure that the order138

of haplotypes does not impact the results. After several convolutional layers, we condense the output by applying a139

column-wise permutation-invariant function. We experiment with both max and sum as permutation-invariant functions,140

and discuss the advantages of each. For models that consider multiple populations, we augment this framework to141

include separate permutation-invariant components for each population, then concatenate the flattened output before142

input into the dense layers at the end of the network. An illustration of our discriminator architecture is shown in Figure143

2.144

flatten 

concatenate 

dense layers, 
softmax, 
output 

probabilities 

synthetic/real 

Co
nv

, R
eL

U 

Co
nv

, R
eL

U permutation- 
invariant 
function 

flatt
en 

Co
nv

, R
eL

U 

Co
nv

, R
eL

U permutation- 
invariant 
function 

Population 1 
(e.g. YRI) 

Population 2 
(e.g. CEU) 

Figure 2: Multi-population discriminator architecture. Each example region is of shape (n, S, 2) where n is the
number of haplotypes (usually with n/2 from population 1 and n/2 from population 2). Note that the convolutional
filters for population 1 and 2 are shared (i.e. not separate weights) so that haplotype commonalities can be more easily
identified.
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We train the discriminator using mini-batches of 50 training examples (chosen randomly such that roughly half are real145

and half are simulated). For each training iteration, we perform 200 batch training updates if the proposed parameters146

are accepted. This allows the discriminator to learn gradually, as the parameters are being refined. While a test accuracy147

close to 0.5 is desired by the end of training, the discriminator test accuracy may be close to this value early on in the148

training process simply because it has not learned anything yet. The goal is for the discriminator to be optimized to149

distinguish real from simulated data as much as possible and still be wrong half the time.150

Simulation study. To validate our approach, we first select the “real” dataset to be a simulated one, so that we can151

test whether the inferred parameters are correct. To assess a variety of different types of parameters, we choose an152

isolation-with-migration model (see Figure 3A) with six parameters. The parameters include three effective population153

sizes (Nanc for the ancestral population size, and N1 and N2 for the sizes of each population after the split). We154

also infer the split time Tsplit, and the strength of a directional migration pulse at time Tsplit/2. Finally, we infer the155

per-base, per-generation recombination rate. We evaluate the inferred parameters based on how well they match the156

“real” parameters.157

N1 

N2 
T2 

Single Population, 
growth (EXP) 

N2 

N1 

N3 

T1 

T2 
mig 

Nanc 

Out-of-Africa 2  
(OOA2) 

Nanc 

T1 

growth 

N1 

N2 N2 

N1 N2 

Tsplit 

mig 

Nanc 

Isolation with  
Migration (IM) 

(A) (B) (C) 

N2 

N1 

N3 

T1 

T2 

Nanc 

Post out-of-Africa 
split (POST) 

(D) 

N1 

Figure 3: Set of models. (A) A six parameter, two population isolation-with-migration model, which we use in the
simulation study. The migration event is a single pulse at time Tsplit/2, and can be in either direction. The final parameter
(not shown in this diagram) is the recombination rate. (B) A five parameter, single population exponential growth model,
which we use to infer histories for YRI, CEU, and CHB separately. (C) A seven parameter, two population model,
which we fit separately for YRI/CHB and YRI/CEU. The migration can be in either direction. (D) A six parameter, two
population model which we fit to CEU/CHB.

1000 Genomes data analysis. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on real data, we use the method to infer158

demographic parameters for both single- and multi-population models in humans. To ensure that the real data is as159

similar as possible to the simulated data, we run several pre-processing steps. We first divide each chromosome into160

L = 50kb regions. For each region, we retain it if at least 50% of the bases are inside callable regions, as defined by161

the “20120824” strict mask [33]. We filter out non-segregating and multi-allelic sites. For both the real and simulated162
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data we recode the genotypes by setting the minor allele to the value “1” and the major allele to the value “0” so that163

the discriminator cannot learn to distinguish real data based on reference bias or ancestrally misidentified states. We164

select the test data randomly and hold it aside so it is not used for training. To mitigate the effects of correlated nearby165

regions, local variations in mutation and recombination rate, we sample regions randomly (for both training and testing).166

To avoid processing the real data on-the-fly during training, we follow a data extraction pipeline to convert the real167

regions into HDF5 format [34, 35]. From each 50kb region we retain a fixed number of SNPs (either 24 or 36) and the168

associated inter-SNP distances. The number of haplotypes is flexible (due to the permutation-invariant framework), so169

we use between 196 and 198, matching the minimum number of individuals in each 1000 Genomes population.170

For the single population analysis, this leaves 49,276 training examples (91.5% of all regions). For the two-population171

models, we keep the same total sample size, taking half the haplotypes from each population. This enables us to take172

two training examples from each region for a total of 98,552 examples for the two-population models.173

We test three models (Figure 3B-D). The single-population model has five parameters: two effective population sizes174

N1 and N2, two size-change points T1 and T2, and the rate of exponential growth in the recent past. We fit this model to175

three human populations from the 1000 Genomes project: YRI (West African), CEU (European), and CHB (East Asian).176

The second model is a simplified two-population Out-of-Africa model. There are seven parameters: four effective177

population sizes, two time-change points, and a migration pulse that can be in either direction, allowing for migration178

between African and non-African populations. We fit this model to two pairs of populations: YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB.179

The third model represents the post-out-of-Africa split between the ancestors of Europeans and East Asians. In this180

six parameter model we do not include migration, but allow a pre-split bottleneck. We fit this model to the pair of181

populations CEU/CHB.182

Summary statistics. As a qualitative assessment of our results, we compare summary statistics computed on both the183

real data and data simulated under our inferred parameters. We note that our goal is explicitly not to match summary184

statistics, as matching some types of statistics can bias the resulting fitted model. In addition, we currently do not185

have an exhaustive or sufficient set of summary statistics that could be used to identify model parameters directly in a186

likelihood framework. However, summary statistics can give us a sense of which features of real data agree with our187

simulations and which do not.188

To that end, we use seven summary statistics. In all cases, we use 5000 regions of real data and 5000 regions of189

simulated data to compute the statistics. Each region is 50kb long, with 36 SNPs retained.190

• SFS: we compute the site frequency spectrum (SFS) by counting the number of singletons, doubletons, etc in191

each of 5000 regions of real and simulated data. We plot the first 10 entries.192
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• Inter-SNP distances: we plot the distribution of inter-SNP distances for both the real and simulated data193

(measured in base pairs). This provides a general measure of SNP density.194

• LD: we compute linkage-disequilibrium (LD) by clustering pairs of SNPs based on their inter-SNP distance.195

We divide these distances into 10 bins and average the correlation r2 within each one.196

• Tajima’s D: we plot the distribution of Tajima’s D, computed separately for each region.197

• Pairwise heterozygosity: we plot the distribution of pairwise heterozygosity (⇡), computed separately for198

each region.199

• Number of haplotypes: we plot the distribution of number of haplotypes for each region.200

• Fst: for the two-population split models, we use Hudson’s Fst to measure population differentiation [36].201

Our pg-gan software uses a tensorflow [37] backend and is available open-source at https://github.com/202

mathiesonlab/pg-gan. Data Availability Statement: all data included in this work is publicly available through the203

1000 Genomes Project https://www.internationalgenome.org/ [33].204

Results205

Simulation study. To validate our method, we first create a “real” dataset using simulated data, so we know the true206

evolutionary parameters. Using the six-parameter IM model described in the Methods section, we begin by inferring one207

parameter at a time, fixing all others to their true values. We initialize the parameter to infer by choosing a random value208

uniformly from the parameter’s range, defined in Table 1. Throughout, we also fix the mutation rate to 1.25⇥ 10�8 per209

base per generation.210

Table 1: Parameter ranges. When inferring a parameter, we initialize its value by drawing a value uniformly from the
given ranges. For each parameter update, we do not allow the parameter to go outside its range. Whenever we noticed
a parameter moving against a boundary, we increased the range. Overall the ranges are meant to be plausible values
based on previous studies or reasonable evolutionary events.

Parameter min max units
NA 1000 20000 individuals
NB 1000 20000 individuals
Ne 1000 20000 individuals

reco 1⇥ 10�9 1⇥ 10�7 per base per generation
Nanc 1000 25000 individuals
Tsplit 500 20000 generations
mig -0.2 0.2 per generation
N1 1000 30000 individuals
N2 1000 30000 individuals

growth 0 0.05 per generation
N3 1000 30000 individuals
T1 1500 5000 generations
T2 100 1500 generations
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For the parameter updates, we set the initial variance �2 to the parameter range divided by 10. During each iteration,211

we choose 5 independent candidate parameters, and select the one that minimizes test accuracy. We tested updating one212

parameter each iteration vs. updating all the parameters each iteration, and generally found that updating one at a time213

led to more stable and consistent results.214

We ran our method on the full set of six parameters for this model, performing joint inference. The results are shown215

in Figure 4. Points closer to red indicate earlier in the GAN training, and blue indicate the end of training. The216

y-axis shows the test accuracy. We see that in general, pg-gan is able to find parameter values that cause the optimal217

discriminator test accuracy of 0.5 (the final test accuracy here was 0.518), and the inferred values are close to the218

true values used for the “real” data. Some of the training iteration points are aligned vertically since we update one219

parameter at a time – if a parameter is not updated that iteration, the test accuracy could change while that parameter220

value remains the same. Note that sometimes early in training, the test accuracy is low (close to 0.5) simply because the221

discriminator has learned nothing and essentially guesses randomly.222

begin end 

Figure 4: IM model joint parameter inference on simulated data. In this scenario we jointly infer this six parameters
of the IM model from Figure 3A. Each point shows the discriminator accuracy and parameter value at a single iteration.
Colors indicate the training iteration, with red being closer to the beginning of training and blue closer to the end.

1000 Genomes data analysis. We first analyzed three populations (YRI, CEU, and CHB) separately, each under the223

five-parameter model with recent exponential growth. We pre-processed the data and modified the simulations in a224
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variety of ways to test the effect on the discriminator accuracy. For all results presented below, we used n = 198 (size of225

CEU) and S = 36. We group our experiments into algorithmic changes and modeling changes. In terms of algorithmic226

modifications (see Figure 5A), we use max as the permutation-invariant function in the CNN architecture, and then227

sum. We generally find that sum causes the discriminator to learn more slowly, allowing the generator time to find good228

parameter choices. max sometimes causes the discriminator to converge quickly, easily distinguishing the real from229

simulated data before the generator can move to a promising location in the parameter space. We also experiment with230

updating one parameter at a time, rather than all parameters. For CEU in particular, algorithmic changes did not change231

the results dramatically, but for YRI, using the sum function and updating one parameter at a time allowed the training232

process to find more realistic parameters.233

In terms of modeling changes (Figure 5B), we first fit a one-parameter demographic model with a single constant234

population size, fixing both the recombination and mutation rates to 1.25⇥ 10�8 per base per generation. We contrast235

this result with the five-parameter exponential growth model. Finally, we allow the recombination rate to vary by236

drawing from the distribution of HapMap combined recombination rates [38]. Both these modifications allow for more237

flexible simulations, which improved our results. The summary of these results for all populations is shown in Figure 5.238

The minimum discriminator accuracy is around 60%. That is, the discriminator can still distinguish real and simulated239

data slightly better than random, probably indicating that there are still features of the data that we are not capturing.240

(A) (B)

Figure 5: 1000 Genomes single population analysis. (A) Results of algorithmic modifications. We vary the
permutation-invariant (PI) function between max and sum, with sum usually producing better results. We also vary the
parameter update approach (all at once vs. one at a time). (B) Results of modeling modifications. We use a constant
population size for the first group of bars, then move to the five-parameter exponential growth model (Figure 3B). We
also sample recombination rates from HapMap in the last group of bars, instead of fixing the recombination rate. Note
that the last set of bars in both figures is the same, representing our optimal algorithmic and modeling choices.

Inferred parameters for each population under the five-parameter exponential growth model are shown in Table 2, and241

correspond to the optimal algorithm and modeling choices from Figure 5. The Out-of-Africa bottleneck (N2) is very242
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apparent in CEU and CHB, with a much more modest reduction in YRI. The per-generation growth rate for YRI is243

likely overestimated, possibly because the start of exponential growth (T2) is underestimated.244

Table 2: 1000 Genomes single population parameter inference. Inferred parameters for the exponential growth
model (see Figure 3B) in YRI, CEU, and CHB. These parameters correspond to the optimal algorithm and modeling
choices from the last set of bars in Figure 5. We generally infer similar parameters for CEU and CHB.

Population N1 N2 growth T1 T2

YRI 29,781 18,404 0.0498 1,989 309
CEU 24,121 5,448 0.0104 3,287 526
CHB 23,055 5,079 0.0103 3,837 677

As an independent assessment of our results, we compare the summary statistics between real data and data simulated245

under the parameter choices corresponding to various scenarios from Figure 5 (see Methods for a description of the246

summary statistics). In Figure 6 we show two sets of summary statistics for YRI. On the left we show the five-parameter247

demography results with a fixed recombination rate, and on the right we use the HapMap recombination rates. While248

some statistics match closely, others are less well-matched, consistent with the discriminator being imperfectly confused.249

Full sets of summary statistics for YRI, CEU, and CHB are shown in Figures S1-S3.250

5-param demography, fixed recombination 5-param demography, HapMap recombination

Figure 6: YRI: single population model. Summary statistic comparison between YRI data from the 1000 Genomes
Project and data simulated under our inferred parameters for each scenario. Left: simulated data under the 5-
parameter exponential growth model with a fixed recombination rate. Right: same exponential growth model but with
recombination rates sampled from the HapMap recombination map.

For all our real data results, we use two checks to ensure that a low test accuracy is not simply the result of the251

discriminator failing to learn anything. First we look for a high test accuracy at some point during training, which252
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typically means that for some parameter combinations and discriminator weights, the real and simulated data were253

easily distinguished. Second, we check the final confusion matrix for the test data to make sure that all datasets are not254

simply classified in the same way (all real or all synthetic). Both these checks are satisfied for all real data analysis.255

Lastly, we ran our method on 1000 Genomes data from two populations. To represent the Out-of-Africa event, we use256

two pairs of populations separately: YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB, using the model from Figure 3C. We also use CEU/CHB257

with the model from Figure 3D to represent the post-out-of-Africa split between the ancestors of Europeans and East258

Asians. The resulting test accuracies are shown in Figure 7. The YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB results are comparable259

with the single population analysis, but the CEU/CHB test accuracy is much higher, indicating that this model or260

the resulting parameter inference is not a good match for this dataset. For YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB, we provide the261

parameter inference results in Table 3. For both pairs of populations, we infer the “back-migration” of ancestors of262

non-Africans back into Africa observed in [39]. Here, this is represented as a single migration pulse with a negative263

migration proportion.264

(A)

Hudson’s Fst 

Hudson’s Fst 

(B) 

(C) 

YRI/CEU 

YRI/CHB 

Figure 7: 1000 Genomes two population analysis. (A) Test accuracy results on the population split models for
YRI/CEU, YRI/CHB, and CEU/CHB. The Out-of-Africa models and parameter inference for YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB
generally seem to do well, but the CEU/CHB split model and/or parameter inference does not result in simulated data
that matches real data (much more easily distinguishable). (B-C) Fst summary statistic comparison for the YRI/CEU
and YRI/CHB splits.

In the two-population scenario, we compute summary statistics on each population separately, shown in Figure 8 for265

the YRI/CEU split. We see close agreement between the statistics for real and simulated data in the two-population266

Out-of-Africa scenario, indicating that modeling the additional complexity of the split leads to more realistic simulated267
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Table 3: 1000 Genomes two-population parameter inference. Inferred parameters for the Out-of-Africa model (see
Figure 3C) fit to YRI/CEU and YRI/CHB. We generally see similar results for both pairs of populations, with a lower
test accuracy for YRI/CEU, indicating a closer match to the real data.

Populations Nanc mig N1 N2 N3 T1 T2

YRI/CEU 21,763 -0.0796 4,263 26,975 29,803 3,647 1,051
YRI/CHB 24,782 -0.1117 3,924 28,176 29,302 4,919 1,499

data. YRI/CHB statistics are shown in Figure S4 – for the YRI samples these statistics are not quite as closely matched,268

which fits with the slightly higher test accuracy for this scenario. CEU/CHB statistics are shown in Figure S5 – in this269

scenario the simulated statistics show deviation from the real data, also fitting with the higher test accuracy.270

YRI samples from YRI/CEU split CEU samples from YRI/CEU split

Figure 8: YRI/CEU: two population model. Summary statistic comparison real 1000 Genomes data and data
simulated under the inferred parameters from Table 3 (first row). Left: statistics computed on YRI samples only. Right:
statistics computed on CEU samples only. Sites with count zero are segregating in only one population.

Computational Resources. The runtime of our method is around 12-15 hours using a Quadro P5000 GPU. As the271

number of parameters increases, we increase the number of training iterations linearly, which adds to the runtime.272

Pre-processing the real data takes 8-10 hours per population or scenario (i.e. two population split model). The resulting273

file sizes are 5.3G for single populations and 11G for pairs of populations, which are loaded into memory during274

training. To reduce the demand for RAM, it would also be possible to break up these files into smaller units and to load275

them in as needed during training.276
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Discussion277

In this work we present a method for automatically creating realistic simulated genetic data. Our pg-gan algorithm is278

a more holistic approach to parameter inference than methods that are based on summary statistics. Our generative279

adversarial framework simultaneously trains a generator to produce reasonable evolutionary parameters and a discrimi-280

nator to distinguish real data from simulated. We use real data during training to make sure the simulations capture281

realistic genomic features. We demonstrate the use of our method in an isolation-with-migration simulation setting and282

create simulated data that mirrors three human populations individually, and in pairs. In these single-population models,283

we achieve discriminator accuracy close to 60%, indicating strong, albeit imperfect, confusion between the real and284

simulated data. The approach is highly flexible and can automatically fit any parameterized model to any genomic data.285

It is particularly useful for understudied populations or species, since any unknown parameters can be included in the286

model and learned.287

The approach also yields a natural way of evaluating and refining simulation pipelines. If simulations are easily288

distinguished from real data, then the model is not producing realistic simulations. We easily reach perfect (50%)289

discriminator confusion in simulations but with real data, even for humans where we have a good understanding of290

parameter ranges and likely models, our best accuracy is around 60%. This is likely because there are features of the real291

data that our models do not include, for example heterogeneity in mutation rates, limited power to detect rare variants,292

inaccessible regions of the genome, and the effects of natural selection. It would be possible to incorporate these effects293

and evaluate their impact. In particular, heterogeneity can be modeled by fitting a distribution to parameters, rather294

than a point estimate. More generally, in our current implementation, the topology of the demographic model needs to295

be specified ahead of time. However, it would be possible to extend our method to explore the space of demographic296

models more broadly to automatically learn the topology as well as the parameters of the model. In that case, many297

different models would likely produce data indistinguishable from real data.298

A concern for training the discriminator is overfitting due to unbalanced training data. The amount of real data is299

fixed, but the number of simulated examples can be unlimited. There are many ways to guard against overfitting neural300

networks, including regularization, dropout [40], and architecture modifications. An important line of future research301

will include optimizing the training procedure in the presence of limited real data. In addition to discriminator choices,302

the real data can also be processed to maximize the number of regions, including reducing the number of haplotypes303

(which allows for multiple regions per locus), reducing the size of each locus, or increasing the number of SNPs retained304

from each locus (retaining 36 SNPs from a 50kb region is generally very conservative in humans, and it is not a problem305

if some regions have fewer SNPs). This type of optimization needs to be balanced with potential loss of information.306
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Another approach is to make use of transfer learning [41]. In transfer learning, the parameters of an ML model are307

initialized by training on a large dataset, then “fine-tuned” by training on a smaller number of examples from the target308

dataset. In our case, a large dataset like the 1000 Genomes could be used to find a “good guess” for weights of the309

discriminator, then these parameters could be fine-tuned using data with fewer regions or sequenced individuals.310

Another potential asymmetry comes from the fact that the generator parameters are being updated at the same time311

that the discriminator is being trained. The training of both components needs to be balanced – if the discriminator312

learns the difference between real and simulated data too quickly, the generator might not have a chance to explore313

a parameter space that would actually cause confusion. On the other hand, if the discriminator learns too slowly, all314

generator updates might look equally confusing. In our experiments, the former situation is more common, but the path315

of training should always be monitored to guard against the latter.316

Future developments will include integrating more realistic features of real data and applying our approach to non-317

human species. In terms of methodological development, we aim to integrate transfer learning and develop interpretative318

approaches for the CNN discriminator, in order to investigate alignment between its hidden layers and traditional319

summary statistics. Modern machine learning has proved to be powerful in many domains, and our work emphasizes320

that this is true for population genetics as well. However, machine learning in population genetics requires novel321

architectures, for example our parametric generator and multi-population CNN discriminator – innovations that will be322

useful for future development of ML methods in the field.323
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1-param demography, fixed reco fixed reco

PI function: max 5-param demography, HapMap reco

Figure S1: YRI: single population model. Summary statistic comparison between YRI data from the
1000 Genomes project and simulated data under the inferred parameters from the various scenarios in the
main text (see Figure 5). Subfigure titles above refer to differences from our “optimal” model in the lower
right. Upper left: simulated data under a constant population size with fixed recombination rate. Upper
right: simulated data under a 5-parameter exponential growth model with fixed recombination rate Lower
left: Same as lower right but with a max permutation-invariant (PI) function. Lower right: Optimal model
with sum permutation-invariant function, 5-parameter model, and HapMap recombination rates.
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1-param demography, fixed reco fixed reco

PI function: max 5-param demography, HapMap reco

Figure S2: CEU: single population model. Summary statistic comparison between CEU data from the
1000 Genomes project and simulated data under the inferred parameters from the various scenarios in the
main text (see Figure 5). Subfigure titles above refer to differences from our “optimal” model in the lower
right. Upper left: simulated data under a constant population size with fixed recombination rate. Upper
right: simulated data under a 5-parameter exponential growth model with fixed recombination rate Lower
left: Same as lower right but with a max permutation-invariant (PI) function. Lower right: Optimal model
with sum permutation-invariant function, 5-parameter model, and HapMap recombination rates.
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1-param demography, fixed reco fixed reco

PI function: max 5-param demography, HapMap reco

Figure S3: CHB: single population model. Summary statistic comparison between CHB data from the
1000 Genomes project and simulated data under the inferred parameters from the various scenarios in the
main text (see Figure 5). Subfigure titles above refer to differences from our “optimal” model in the lower
right. Upper left: simulated data under a constant population size with fixed recombination rate. Upper
right: simulated data under a 5-parameter exponential growth model with fixed recombination rate Lower
left: Same as lower right but with a max permutation-invariant (PI) function. Lower right: Optimal model
with sum permutation-invariant function, 5-parameter model, and HapMap recombination rates.
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YRI samples from YRI/CHB split CHB samples from YRI/CHB split

Figure S4: YRI/CHB: two population model. Summary statistic comparison real 1000 Genomes data
and data simulated under the inferred parameters from Table 3 (second row). Left: statistics computed on
YRI samples only. Right: statistics computed on CHB samples only. Note that we have non-segregating sites
when considering each population separately, but not when we consider them together.
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CEU samples from CEU/CHB split CHB samples from CEU/CHB split

Figure S5: CEU/CHB: two population model. Summary statistic comparison real 1000 Genomes data
and data simulated under the inferred parameters from the CEU/CHB split model Figure 3D. Left: statistics
computed on CEU samples only. Right: statistics computed on CHB samples only. Lower panel: Fst, which
we note is much less closely matched than for YRI/CEU or YRI/CHB. Note that we have non-segregating
sites when considering each population separately, but not when we consider them together.
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